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Maths - Implementation

At Barrow, children study mathematics following the White Rose Maths (WRM) scheme of learning, with at least 4 
discrete Maths lessons taught per week. WRM is a blocked scheme, which allows for depth and breadth of learning 
within each strand of mathematics. To learn mathematics effectively, some things have to be learned before 
others, e.g. place value needs to be understood before working with addition and subtraction, addition needs to be 
learnt before looking at multiplication (as a model of repeated addition). You will see this emphasis on number 
skills first, carefully ordered, throughout our curriculum. For some other topics, the order isn’t as crucial, e.g. 
Shapes and Statistics need to come after number, but don’t depend on each other. We try to mix these so pupils 
have as wide a variety of mathematical experiences as possible in each term and year.

Example Yearly overview:



Within each strand, the learning is broken down into small steps, which may take a single lesson or short sequence 
to master.  This may include recapping / consolidation of previous year’s learning. 

Example of small steps breakdown:



Within each small step guidance is given, explaining the key learning  / teaching points for the step, key questions 
or stem sentences to use and also examples of questions or activities that the children may complete to improve 
their understanding. This is broken down into varied fluency, looking at the same concept in a number of different 
ways, and then applying the knowledge through reasoning and problem solving.

Examples of small steps breakdown:



Teachers will also use the information from the NCETM ready-to-progress documentation to look for areas that 
need additional focus and to be the focus for recall and consolidation practice during the term:

Examples of Ready to Progress criteria:



Teachers use the WRM guidance and Ready to Progress criteria to formulate Medium Term Planning. This is 
recorded in the grid below and will include a recall focus for the lesson as we look to continually revisit and 
consolidate previous learning.

Examples of MTP:



Individual lessons will include an element of retrieval of previous learning, to aid fluency– often record using a slip 
with the retriever symbol

Lessons are built on the use of the 5 big ideas of mastery with a use of range of models or structures and examples 
chosen with procedural or conceptual variation to promote deeper understanding.



Assessment

Post lesson, staff complete a distant making pro forma, indicating those children who 
have demonstrated understanding of the concept, those who hare not secure and 
those who demonstrated a greater depth of understanding.



Assessment (cont.)

Children are periodically tested about their understanding of a completed unit using 
the White Rose end of unit assessments and PUMA formative assessments.



Assessment (cont.)

Summative and teacher judgement data is collated with the school’s Insight data management 
system, allowing easy access and manipulation for all school leaders.



Continuous Professional Development

Barrow school staff have completed the teaching for mastery ‘Developing Mastery’ 
program and are currently enrolled onto the ‘Embedding Mastery’ program, both run 
by the Angles Maths Hub. These have given the Maths lead and other staff to develop 
their practice and work in collaboration with other local schools on expanding 
understanding on a mastery approach to teaching Maths.

All staff have undergone CPD in Cognitive Load Theory, Spaced Practice Retrieval

Theory and planning the wider curriculum which has supported the development of a

modular wider curriculum.

In addition, staff have been trained in the Theory of Reading which emphasises the

importance of teaching reading across all subjects and how to teach vocabulary –

including etymology and morphology.


